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Note - 

I am not an expert about meteorites. I only very recently started to 
study this topic.  After learning something about them, I thought 
this would make a good topic for a club meeting. I have tried my 
best to summarize what I have read and get it as accurate as I can.  

 

The classification of meteorites is an on going process and there is 
still no consensus among researchers to classification terms and 
even how to classify certain meteorite groups.  Different 
classification terms are in widespread use. Due to this, different 
web sites and books use different terms or groupings which can 
make it a little confusing at times.  

 



Terms 

• Meteoroid - Is basically a solid object moving in interplanetary 
space, with about the size of less than 10m/50m across, 
usually anything bigger is considered an asteroid.  

• When a meteoroid enters the atmosphere, and heats up and 
emits light, it becomes a Meteor or a shooting/falling star.  A 
brighter-than-usual meteor is called a Fireball.  

• A Meteorite is a natural object originating in space that 
survives travelling through the atmosphere lands on Earth.  

• Falls - Are meteorites that are recovered after being observed 
as they transited the atmosphere or impacting  the Earth.  

• Finds - All other meteorites that are found that are not Falls.  

• Impactite is a term describing a rocks, melts, glasses, etc that 
were created  during the impact of a meteorite. 

 



Meteorites 

• Most meteorites come from the asteroid belt.  At one point in 
time, most meteorites were part of an asteroid. 

• However, some rare types of meteorites have come from the 
Moon and the planet Mars.  Some scientists suspect that a 
very rare meteorite type may have come from comets.   

• Oldest thing you can touch.  Most rocks are on Earth are a few 
hundreds million years old or less.  With the oldest around 4 
billion years if you know where to look.   Most meteorites 
were formed in the range of 4.5 billion years ago.  

• It is estimated that all the meteorites found on Earth 
(39,000+) came from less than 135/150 different asteroids.   

• Most meteorites falls happen in the afternoon and evening, 
with a peak time around 3PM. 



Meteorites 

• At around 3PM, most meteoroids hitting the Earth at this time 
are usually travelling a slower speed. 

• A meteorite have to be either very big and/or travelling at a 
slower speed in order to survive travelling through the Earth’s 
atmosphere. It estimated that tens of thousands of tons of 
meteoritic material reach the earth each year, with most 
reaching the ground as micrometeorites. 

• Where as more meteors are seen after midnight, in the 
morning.  This because after sunset we are facing away from 
the direction that earth is travelling through space.  After 
midnight, the Earth turns into the direction that it is travelling 
through space and more meteors can be seen. This is kind of 
like why a car's front windshield will get plastered with insects 
while the rear windshield stays clean.  



Main Types of Meteorites 

• Meteorites have traditionally been divided into three different 
main types: Stony, Iron, and Stony-Iron.   

 

• Then these types are future divide into different groups and 
subgroups.  And even these subgroups can have different 
classifications. 

• These older classifications methods were just a convenient 
way to group them by their composition and structure.  

 

• Newer classifications uses key physical, chemical, isotopic, 
and mineralogical properties.  The ultimate goal of more 
modern classification of meteorites is to identify the parent 
body that the meteorite came from.   



Stony Meteorites Images 

• When stony meteorites first fall, 
they will often look like the 
picture to the left, having a black 
fusion crust on it.  But after being 
on Earth and “weathering”, they 
will often look like ordinary rocks. 



Iron Meteorites Images 

• Iron meteorites are what most 
probably “picture” when an image 
of a meteorite comes to mind. 

• When found most irons will be 
“orange” or rusty on their surface.  
This is due to the iron in them 
actually rusting. 



Differentiated Meteorites  

• Besides the three main types, even at a higher level it is 
common to group them by what is called Differentiated 
(melted) and Non-Differentiated (not melted) meteorites. 

 

• Differentiated meteorites were once were part of a large 
object that “processed” the original material of the solar 
nebula into another form.   The interiors of these objects 
melted so that the heavier metals sank to the center and the 
lighter rocks rose to the surface. This process is called 
differentiation.  

 

• The compositions of these “melted” meteorites are similar to 
the crusts, mantles or cores of the terrestrial planets. 



Main Groups (Stony Meteorites) 

• There are two main groups of Stony meteorites: Chondrites 
and Achondrites.    

 

• Chondrites are named for the small, round particles they 
contain.  These particles, or chondrules (round glassy 
structures 0.5 to 5 millimeters in size), are composed mostly of 
silicate minerals that have been melted while they were free-
floating objects in space. Chondrites are the most primitive 
meteorite type and comes from non-differentiated bodies. 

 

• Achondrites (meaning they do not contain chondrules). 
Achondrites come from bodies where the Chondrules have 
been melted or processed in differentiated bodies.   



 Chondrites, showing chondrules 



Achondrite Meteorites 



Main Groups (Iron Meteorites) 

• Iron meteorites were originally classified according to 
macroscopic structures, called Widmanstätten patterns, which 
were revealed when their polished surface was etched with 
nitric acid.  These groups are Octahedrites, Hexahedrites, and 
Ataxites.   

 

• Newer chemical classification based on the proportions of the 
trace elements Ga, Ge, and Ir separates the iron meteorites 
into classes corresponding to distinct  asteroid parent bodies.  

• There are over a dozen Iron chemical groups. 

 



 
Widmanstätten patterns on an etched and polished 

Iron Meteorites (lower right – Neumann Lines). 



Main Groups (Stony-Iron) 

• Stony-Iron meteorites have two main groups: Pallasites and 
Mesosiderites.  

 

• Pallasites are thought to be samples of the boundary between 
a metal core and the silicate, olivine-rich mantle around it that 
is formed in a differentiated asteroid. 

 

• Mesosiderites contain about an equal part of iron and 
brecciated silicate rocks.  Brecciated rocks are composed of 
broken fragments of minerals or rock “cemented” together.   
They probably formed during the collision of two 
differentiated asteroids, allowing the still liquid core of one 
asteroid to mix with the solidified crust of the other.   



Stony-Iron Meteorites 

• Two Mesosiderites above. 

 

• A Pallasite to the left, notice 
that iron makes a “lattice” in 
this type. 



Makeup of Meteorites that strike the Earth 

• Stony Chondrites meteorites make up about 85%. 

• Stony Achondrites meteorites make up about 9%.  

• Iron meteorites make up about 5%.   

• Stony-iron meteorites constitute the other 1% . 

 

• Iron meteorites comprise a total known weight of more than 
500 tons, which represent approximately 89.3% of the total 
weight of all known meteorites . 

• Stony make up only 8.9% of total known weight of all 
meteorites. 

• Stony-Iron meteorites comprise about 10 tons, which is about 
1.8% of the entire mass of all meteorites known. 

 

 



Why more Iron Meteorites are known 

     Only 5% of the meteoroids that strike the earth are Iron, but 
make up more than 89% of all that are known by weight.   

 

    This is because – 

 

• Iron meteorites are more likely to survive the atmospheric entry 
and not fragment into pieces.   

• They are more easily recognized then Stony meteorites and 
more magnetic, making them easier to find. 

• They are more resistant to weathering once they reach the 
surface so they last longer on Earth. 

 



How are the Proportions of Meteors known 

     There are two ways that they know the proportions of the 
different kinds of meteoroids that strike earth.   

 

• First  if you can go to places where all types of meteorites can 
be found easily and will not erode , like Antarctica or a desert, 
most meteorites found are Stony.   

 

• The second way they know is by examining meteorites in fells.  
Almost all recovered meteorites are Stony. 

 



Origins of Chondrites Meteorites 

• The parent bodies of Chondrites were small to medium sized 
Asteroids that were never part of any body large enough to 
undergo melting and differentiation. 

• Most Chondrite meteorites show signs that they were 
involved in multiple collisions or shock events.   

• These events caused a variety of effects, ranging from simple 
compaction to brecciations, veining, localized melting, and 
formation of high-pressure minerals.  

• Due to this secondary processes only a few known chondrites 
are in a pristine form. 

• For the different groups of Chondrites, these might have 
formed at different distances from the Sun. 



Origins of Differentiated Meteorites  

• Except for the Chondrites, all other meteorites are thought to 
come from differentiated bodies (larger asteroids). 

• Achondrites are thought to have come from the crust and 
mantel of differentiated bodies. 

• Most Iron meteorites are thought to come from the core of 
asteroids that were once molten.  After the asteroid solidified 
and the iron in it sank to the center, it got broke up in a 
collision with another asteroid forming Iron meteorites. 

• The Widmanstatten structure in meteorites only forms when 
the iron-nickel minerals take very long time to cool, like a few 
degrees every 100,000 years.  So they know it took millions of 
years for the Iron to cool in meteorites, this can only happen if 
the iron was once thermally insulated deep in their parent 
bodies. 

 

.  



Origins of Differentiated Meteorites  



Composition of Meteorites 

• Of the over 4000 known minerals, around 295 occur in 
meteorites, but only 8 different kinds of minerals make up 
90% of meteorites. 

 

• Stony meteorites are mainly composed of Silicate and 
Elemental Iron-Nickel minerals.   

• The most common silicates minerals are: Olivine and 
Pyroxene. Olivine is composed of varying amount of iron and 
magnesium in combination with silicon-oxygen.  Pyroxenes  
are similar to Olivines but contain calcium.  

• Elemental iron-nickel usually makes up around 10% to 25% of  
the total weight of most Stony meteorites.  Note that some 
types of Stony Achrondrites contain little to no iron. 



Composition  of Iron Meteorites 

• Iron meteorites mostly are comprised of the alloys Kamacite 
and Taenite.   

• Kamacite is an alloy of iron and nickel, in the proportions of 
90:10 to 95:5 although impurities may be present. On the 
surface of Earth, it occurs naturally only in meteorites. 

• Taenite is an alloy of iron and nickel, with nickel proportions 
of 20% up to 65%. 

• Basically the ratio of these two minerals to each other 
determine the Widmanstätten patterns that are formed. 

• Iron meteorites always contain some nickel, usually anywhere 
from 5% to 25%. 



Classification of Meteorites 

• As I stated earlier, the classification of meteorites is on going 
and there is no set standard.  Sometimes things are not 
straight forward and many different factors go into classifying 
them into the different groups/subgroups.  

• A couple examples of where things are not straight forward 
are : 

1. There is a type of Chondrite that do not contain any 
chondrules and a type of Achondrite that can contain 
chondrules.  It is the chemical composition that 
determines the class, not the physical apperance. 

2. Stony-Irons contain an equal part of Stony material and 
Iron.  But there are some classes of Iron meteorites that 
can contain about the same amount of stony material as 
iron.   



Classification of Meteorites 



Iron Meteorites Classification 

• As stated before there are three main structural classes for 
iron meteorites: Octahedrites, Hexahedrites, and Ataxites. 

 

• The different Chemical groups are: IA, IB, IC, IIA, IIB, IIC, IID, 
IIE, IIG, IIF, IIIAB, IIICD, IIIE, IIIF, IVA, and IVB.  Each of these 
groups are thought to represent a different parent asteroid. 

 

• Since an Iron meteorite internal structure is determined by it’s 
chemical makeup, there is relationship between the older 
structural classifications and the newer chemical ones. 



Iron Meteorites (Structural Classification) 

Hexahedrites - (H): low nickel, no Widmanstätten patterns, may 
have Neumann Lines. 

Octahedrites - (O): average to high nickel, Widmanstätten 
patterns, most common class. They can be further divided up 
on the basis of the width of the kamacite lamellae. 

• Coarsest (Ogg): lamellae width > 3.3 mm 

• Coarse (Og): lamellae width 1.3-3.3 mm 

• Medium (Om): lamellae width 0.5-1.3 mm 

• Fine (Of): lamellae width 0.2-0.5 mm 

• Finest (Off): lamellae width < 0.2 mm 

• Plessitic (Opl): Transitional between Octahedrites and Ataxites 

Ataxites - (D): very high nickel, no obvious internal structure 
upon etching, rare. 



Iron Meteorites (Chemical Classification) 

A newer chemical classification based on the proportions of the trace elements 
Ga, Ge, and Ir separates the iron meteorites into classes corresponding to distinct  
asteroid parent bodies: 
 
IA: Medium and coarse octahedrites, 6.4-8.7% Ni, 55-100 ppm Ga, 190-520 ppm Ge, 0.6-5.5 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation negativ. 
IB: Ataxites and medium octahedrites, 8.7-25% Ni, 11-55 ppm Ga, 25-190 ppm Ge, 0.3-2 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation negativ. 
IC: 
IIA: Hexahedrites, 5.3-5.7% Ni, 57-62 ppm Ga, 170-185 ppm Ge, 2-60ppm Ir. 
IIB: Coarsest octahedrites, 5.7-6.4% Ni, 446-59 pm Ga, 107-183 ppm Ge, 0.01-0.5 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation negativ. 
IIC: Plessitic octahedrites, 9.3-11.5% Ni, 37-39 ppm Ga, 88-114 ppm Ge, 4-11 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation positiv 
IID: Fine to medium octahedrites, 9.8-11.3%Ni, 70-83 ppm Ga, 82-98 ppm Ge, 3.5-18 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation positiv 
IIE: octahedrites of various coarseness, 7.5-9.7% Ni, 21-28 ppm Ga, 60-75 ppm Ge, 1-8 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation absent 
IIG: 
IIF: 
IIIAB: Medium octahedrites, 7.1-10.5% Ni, 16-23 ppm Ga, 27-47 ppm Ge, 0.01-19 ppm Ir 
IIICD: Ataxites to fine octahedrites, 10-23% Ni, 1.5-27 ppm Ga, 1.4-70 ppm Ge, 0.02-0.55 ppm Ir 
IIIE: Coarse octahedrites, 8.2-9.0% Ni, 17-19 ppm Ga, 3-37 ppm Ge, 0.05-6 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation absent 
IIIF: Medium to coarse octahedrites, 6.8-7.8% Ni,6.3-7.2 ppm Ga, 0.7-1.1 ppm Ge, 1.3-7.9 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation absent 
IVA: Fine octahedrites, 7.4-9.4% Ni, 1.6-2.4 ppm Ga, 0.09-0.14 ppm Ge, 0.4-4 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation positiv 
IVB: Ataxites, 16-26% Ni, 0.17-0.27 ppm Ga, 0,03-0,07 ppm Ge, 13-38 ppm Ir, Ge-Ni correlation positiv 
 

Ungrouped meteorites. Large group, about 15% of total, of over 100 meteorites 
which do not fit into any of the larger classes above, and come from about 50 
distinct parent bodies. 



Iron Meteorites (Chemical Classification) 

Below shows the chemical families of Irons defined by their contents 
of Germanium and Iridium relative to Nickel. 



Iron Meteorite Classifications 

       Relations between structural and chemical groups: 

 Structural class Symbol Kamacite mm Nickel % Related chemical group 

Hexahedrites H > 50 4.5 - 6.5 IIAB, IIG 

Coarsest 
octahedrites 

Ogg 3.3 - 50 6.5 - 7.2  IIAB, IIG 

Coarse octahedrites Og 1.3 - 3.3 6.5 - 8.5  IAB, IC, IIE, IIIAB, IIIE 

Medium octahedrites Om 0.5 - 1.3 7.4 - 10 IAB, IID, IIE, IIIAB, IIIF 

Fine octahedrites Of 0.2 - 0.5 7.8 - 13 IID, IIICD, IIIF, IVA 

Finest octahedrites Off < 0.2 7.8 - 13 IIC, IIICD 

Plessitic octahedrites Opl < 0.2, spindles 9.2 - 18  IIC, IIF 

Ataxites D - > 16 IIF, IVB 

Silicated Iron Meteorites IAB/IIICD, IIE, IVA 



Silicated Iron Meteorites 

• There is a class of Iron meteorites known as Silicated Irons. 
This class can contain up to 50% of either clusters or single 
crystals of silicate minerals 

• The stony material in these types are related to  Chondrites. 

• These types of Iron meteorites did not come from the core of 
asteroids.  There are different theories on their origin, such as 
an incomplete differentiated parent body was broke up before 
its was separated or that impacts of chondritic asteroids 
created pools of molten metal. 

• This class represent a transitional class between Irons and 
Stony meteorites.   

• Besides being called Silicated Irons, I have seen this group 
referred to as Primitive Irons and Non-Magmatic Irons.   



Silicated Iron Meteorites 



Stony Chondrites Classification 

• There five main groups for the Chondrites: Enstatite, 
Carbonaceous, Ordinary, R, and K.   

• Then some groups have various subgroups (chemical classes).   

• Besides the below “chemical” type, each meteorite has a 
Petrographic/Petrological Type assigned to it as well. 



Stony Chondrites Petrographic/Petrological Type 

• While a Chondrite's main group is determined by its primary 
chemical, mineralogical, and isotopic characteristics, the 
degree to which it has been affected by secondary processes 
of thermal metamorphism and aqueous alteration on the 
parent asteroid is indicated by its Petrographic Type. 

• Actually there are 10 criteria that determine this number.   

• This is basically determined by the Chondrules texture.  

• This is a number between 1 and 7.  

1 Lacks chondrules, large amounts of water and carbon. Extensive 
aqueous alteration 

2 Extensive aqueous alteration, but still contain recognizable chondrules  

3 Low degree of metamorphism. Chondrules are in near pristine condition  

4-5 Increasingly altered by thermal metamorphism, more sparse chondrules 

6-7 Chondrules nearly absent. Chondrules highly metamorphismed 



Stony Chondrites Petrographic Type 

Petrographic Types 

Chondrule Texture 

Chemical Group Absent Sparse Abundant/Distinct Increasingly Indistinct 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Ordinary H 

L 

LL 

Carbonaceous CI 

CM 

CR 

CO 

CV 

CK 

CB 

CH 

R  R 

K K 

Enstatite EH 

EL 

                                            <150°C        <200°C         400°C          600°C          700°C          750°C         950°C     

                     <  Increasing Aqueous Alterations         | “Pristine” |      Increasing thermal Metamorphism > 



Stony Chondrites Petrographic Type 

Pictures showing Chondrules. 

Top left (Type 3),  

Top Right (Type 5),  

To Left (type 6).  



Chondrites Formation 



Ordinary Chondrites 

• They are called “Ordinary” because they are the most 
common class of Chondrite and meteorite. 

• The L group is for meteorites with “Low Iron”, the H group is 
for “High Iron”, and the LL group is for “Low Metal, Low Total 
Iron”.  Both Elemental & Combined (oxidized) metals are used 
to classify the Ordinary Chondrites. 

• Examples classifications for this type will be something like 
H5, L5, or L4-6 (A letter for the chemical type, and a number 
for the Petrographic type). 

• This group might not be that “Ordinary” when it comes to the 
actual distribution of chondritic matter in our solar system. 
Some have suggested that the high % of “ordinary” chondrite 
falls might only be due to certain Near Earth Asteroids striking 
the Earth in greater numbers than other Stony meteoroids.  



Carbonaceous Chondrites 

• They are most pristine matter known and the most prize 
meteorite type (besides maybe Marian and Lunar one). 

• Their chemical compositions match the chemistry of the Sun 
more than any other class of Chondrites. 

• Often rich in carbon, but their main trait is a higher amount of 
magnesium, calcium, and aluminium relative to silicon.   

• Some of them contain water or minerals that have been altered 
in the presence of water. Some believe this type of meteorite 
can be the source of most water on Earth 

• The most primitive Carbonaceous chondrites have never been 
heated above 50°C after they were formed. 

• Some contain Amino acids, which could be the building blocks 
for the source of life on Earth.   



Chondrites Formation 

• Carbonaceous Chondrites probably formed at the outer edge 
of the asteroid belt father from the Sun.  They know this by: 
1. They contain “volatile” elements that if heated would be destroyed. 

2. Certain types (Petrographic types 1 & 2) were altered by water. 

• Enstatite Chondrites chemical composition indicate there 
were formed in nearly an oxygen free environment, which 
implies they formed close to the Sun, possible even within the 
orbit of Mercury. 

• Ordinary Chondrites probably formed some where in the 
“middle”.  Where as H class forming closer to the Sun, with L 
class forming a little farther out, and then the LL class forming 
even father out.  This is believed due to the oxygen content of 
the different Ordinary chemical classes. 



Chondrites Chemical Types 

The chart to the left shows the 
relationship between Iron 
(Fe) as oxide and silicate and 
Iron as metal and sulfides. 

By using chemical relationships 
like this they can group 
meteorites, maybe 
determine if a new group is 
needed, and even guess 
where the meteorite was 
formed.  For example the EH 
and EL show they formed in a 
very poor oxygen region, 
probably close to the Sun. 



Achondrite Classifications 

• Achondrites are thought have been formed in the process of 
accretion and differentiation of larger asteroids and planets 
when the primordial chondritic matter was melted and 
recrystallized.  

• These evolved rocks are similar to terrestrial igneous basaltic 
or plutonic rocks and believe to represent the crustal material 
of asteroids. Some contain little to no iron.  



Achondrite Classifications 

• The Primitive Achondrites are chemically related to 
Chondrites but have experienced heating and even extensive 
melting. This class is considered to be a “transitional” class 
between Chondrites and Achondrites. 

 

• Note that Basaltic group of Howardites, Eucrites, and 
Diogenites are known as the HED group.  They are all thought 
to have formed on the asteroid Vesta. 

 

• Also note that meteorites from Mars and the Moon far under 
the Achondrite classification. 



Stony-Iron Classification 

• For the Pallasites there are three main groups which are 
known as: Main Group Pallasites, Eagle Station Pallasites, and 
Pyroxene Pallasites. 

 

• Researchers have classified Mesosiderites based on their 
mineralogy, chemical composition, and textures, but there are 
really no “main” groups.  Mesosiderites component parts 
really have nothing to do with each other, they are thought to 
be an accidental mixture.  The silicate fraction is similar to 
Achondrites, but lack Olivine, the most abundant mineral in 
Chondrites, it should be found in mantle and crust of 
asteroids.  The metal is related to IIIAB Irons and may show 
Widmanstatten figures. 



Meteorites Falls/Finds 

Class Falls Finds Class Falls Finds 

Ordinary Chondrites 739 13,526 Prim. Achondrite - Acapulcoites 1 39 

Enstatite Chondrites 8 117 Prim. Achondrite – Lodranites 1 17 

R Chondrites 1 78 Prim. Achondrite - Winonaites 1 20 

K Chondrites 1 1 Asteroidal Achondrite - Eucrites 23 193 

CI Carbonaceous  5 2 Asteroidal Achondrite - Diogenites 11 156 

CM  Carbonaceous 15 146 Asteroidal Achondrite - Howardites 20 156 

CV Carbonaceous 7 106 Asteroidal Achondrite - Ureilites 5 209 

CO Carbonaceous 6 153 Asteroidal Achondrite - Angrites 1 9 

CK Carbonaceous 2 153 Asteroidal Achondrite - Aubrites 9 44 

CR Carbonaceous 3 105 Asteroidal Achondrite -Brachinites 0 12 

CB Carbonaceous 1 11 Stony-Iron Pallasites 4 77 

CH Carbonaceous 0 19 Stony-Iron Mesosiderites 7 79 

Class # Class # Class # 

Iron - IAB   125 Iron - IIE 18 Iron - IIIE 13 

Iron - IC 11 Iron - IIF 5 Iron - IIIF 8 

Iron - IIAB 106 Iron - IIG 5 Iron - IVA 65 

Iron – IIC 8 Iron - IIIAB 233 Iron - IVB 13 

Iron - IID 17 Iron - IIICD 42 Iron - Ungrouped 95+ 

From Field Guide to Meteors and Meteorites (2008).   



How they know Meteorites not from Earth 

• From the trajectory of falls.  

• Composition and structure of Meteorites. They contain 
certain minerals and structures that are just not found in 
terrestrial rocks (for ex. no Earth rocks contain chondrules). 

• No Earth rocks are as old as them. The chart shows the 
abundance of potassium 
and uranium from the 
inner plants and some 
classes of meteorites. 
Potassium is very 
temperature-sensitive, 
uranium is not.  Shows 
that meteorites are much 
different from rocks found 
on the plants. 



How they know Meteorites not from Earth 

• Shows the relation between oxygen isotopic compositions as 
defined in terms of Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW) for 
various meteorite classes. 

•  TF stands for Terrestrial fractionation. 

All oxygen isotopic 
compositions from 
terrestrial samples and 
Lunar samples fall along 
the TF line.  So this chart 
shows again that 
meteorites are different 
from Earth and Lunar 
rocks. 



How they know a Meteorite Parent body 

• Mainly by comparing the reflection spectra of meteorites with 
the spectra of asteroids.  The below chart shows the 
correlation between some known asteroids and meteorites.  

• Also from the trajectory of Falls the obits of meteorites can be 
calculated and matched to a family of asteroids. 

• For Mars and Lunar meteorites, 
by the type of rock (all igneous) , 
by the type and ratio of 
elements/minerals to each 
other, the gases trapped in 
them, and also by the age.  
These rocks are much younger 
than other meteorites. 



Some things Learned from Meteorites 

• Helped in confirming theories about stars and their nuclear 
processes by studying “star dust” trapped in meteorites. 

• The composition of the solar cloud that formed the planets 
and Sun and that the solar cloud was not an uniformly 
homogeneous mixture (material was not evenly mixed up). 

• Some grains obtained from meteorites show that they form at 
different times and from more than 10 different stars.  Some 
of the grains have been dated to more than 1 billion years 
older than our own solar system. 

• Besides Supernovas, the best guess is that some material that 
from the early solar nebula had to come the helium shell of a 
red giant stars and gases from a carbon star. 

Below lists some examples of things they have learned from meteorites.  Some  
things are based on some assumptions and still not totally agreed on.   



Some things Learned from Meteorites 

• Helping determining when the Solar System form and the 
formation rates. 
I. White Calcium-Aluminium rich inclusions found in Carbonaceous 

Chondrites formed in a Supernovain around 4560 million years ago. 

II. Most Chondrites formed around 4555 million years ago.   

III. This means that Chondrites formed within 5 million years after a 
Supernova created some of the material found in them. 

IV. IAB Irons show a formation age that match Chondrites, while many 
other Iron groups show formation ages around 4460 million ago and 
took less than 5 millions years to drain the metals from silicates.  

V. Alteration by heating in Ordinary Chrondrites started to happened 
within 6 million years of the formation of the Calcium-Aluminium 
rich inclusions. 

VI. Alteration by water found in some Chrondrites started to happed 10 
to 50 millions after the they formed. 

 

 



Some things Learned from Meteorites 

• Helped in determining when certain events/periods 
happened in the Solar System. 
I. Many Chondrites show losses of Argon thought to be due to the 

heating from Impacts: One was at 4000 millions ago (the heavy 
bombardment of the moon) and at 2000 millions ago. 

II.  Many L class Chondrites show another major event at 500 million 
years ago.  Possible the break of the parent body.  

III. IIIAB Irons show a breakup age of 650 million years while IVA Irons 
around 400 million years ago. 

 



Some things Learned from Meteorites 

• Measuring certain elements caused by high energy radiation 
hitting them they can measure how long a meteorite floated 
in space after separating from their parent body.   

These charts show the number of cases  

studied verses how long the meteorite 

was exposed to space. 



Some things Learned from Meteorites 

• When they land on Earth, the atmosphere protects them, this 
they can measure as will.  For example, most dated Stony 
found in Antarctic show most fell 10,000 to 20,000 years ago, 
with some within the last few decades up to 2 million year. 

• Statistics comparing “old” meteorites with modern falls 
suggest that the numbers and types of meteorites falling have 
not changed much in the last 50,000 years. 

 

 



Things they still don’t know about Meteorites 

• How were the Chondrules found in Chondrites formed? 
Chondrules had to made in a “flash” heating event at over 2,500 °F, then 

cooled quickly.  Since there are Chondrules found in Chondrules, this 
had to happen more than once. This process still is not understood. 

• Where are meteorites rich in mantle rocks?  There should be 
Achondrites rich in olivine.  

• Why are there no Chondrite families that are a match for 
Earth composition? 

• How certain types of meteorites formed?  How are the Silicate 
Irons formed.  Why do Mesosiderites stony material usually 
don’t  contain minerals found deep inside asteroids. 

• The types of meteorites are not representative of what they 
see. 75% of all asteroids are Cabonaceous asteroids, but only 
5% meteorites falls are.  Why are most meteorites make are 
from the “Ordinary” Chondrite class, a rare asteroid type? 



Name of Meteorites 
• When buying or researching meteorites, you will see many 

will have a “name”. 

• Meteorites are commonly named for the place where they 
were found, usually by a town or geographic feature. 

• In cases where many meteorites were found in one place, the 
name maybe followed by a number or letter.   

Who own Meteorites 

• The laws of who owns meteorites vary from country to country.  
In some countries the state owns them. 

• Here in the United States, the owner of the land where the 
meteorites falls owns its, not who finds it.  On public property, 
the governing body of that property owns it. 



Cost of Meteorites 

• Short Answer – They can cost a lot. 

• They are typically sold by weight in grams and kilograms, and 
dimensions in centimeters and millimeters.  1 gram = 0.00220 
pounds or 1 pound = 453.6 grams.   

 

• Low end, unclassified meteorites sell for maybe $0.50 a gram.  

• More prized meteorites can cost any where from a few dollars 
per gram to hundred of dollars per gram. 

• Rare examples of Lunar and Martian meteorites may sell for 
$2,000/gram or more.  So if a meteorite ever falls and puts a 
hole in the roof of your house, hope that it is one of these. 

• As a comparison, Gold currently sells for around $55 per 
gram. 



Books 

• If you are interested in this subject, a very nice book to have is 
Field Guide to Meteors and Meteorites by O. Richard Norton 
and Lawrence A. Chitwood.  This covers the main 
classifications of the different types, lots of good material, and 
many very nice pictures. 

 

• Another interesting book is METEORITES, A Journey Through 
Space and Time by Alex Bevan and John De Laeter. The most 
interesting part of this book for me was the sections on how 
they dated and learned things from meteorites. 

 

• An overview of the subject, more of a reading book is Rocks 
from Space by O. Richard Norton. 



Nice “Starter” Set 

• From the Meteorite Men, a very nice sampling of meteorites 
to own can be found at  -
http://meteoritemen.com/catalog/meteorite-men-
collection.htm   

• This set contains 10 meteorites & 2 Impactites and cost $200. 

http://meteoritemen.com/catalog/meteorite-men-collection.htm
http://meteoritemen.com/catalog/meteorite-men-collection.htm
http://meteoritemen.com/catalog/meteorite-men-collection.htm
http://meteoritemen.com/catalog/meteorite-men-collection.htm
http://meteoritemen.com/catalog/meteorite-men-collection.htm


Questions 



Composition of Chondrites 
• The amount of Chondrules found in Chondrites varies 

depending on the chemical group. 

• Most chondrules are composed primarily of the silicate 
minerals olivine and pyroxene, surrounded by feldspathic 
material. Chondrule Sizes and Abundances 

Chemical Group Volume % Avg Diam. (mm) 

Carbonaceous - CI 0 – 

Carbonaceous - CM 20 0.3 

Carbonaceous - CO 50 0.15 

Carbonaceous - CV 45 1 

Carbonaceous - CK 45 1 

Carbonaceous - CR 50-60 0.7 

Carbonaceous - CH 70 0.02 

Carbonaceous - CB 20-40 
10 (a subgroup), 

0.2 (b subgroup) 

Ordinary - H 60-80 0.3 

Ordinary - L 60-80 0.7 

Ordinary - LL 60-80 0.9 

Enstatite - EH 60-80 0.2 

Enstatite - EL 60-80 0.6 

R >40 0.4 

K 30 0.6 


